Characterisation of low abundance wool proteins through novel differential extraction techniques.
Fibres from human hair and wool are characterised by two main types of proteins: intermediate filament proteins (IFPs) and keratin associated proteins (KAPs). The IFPs, comprising over 50% of the fibre, tend to dominate 2-D electrophoretic maps, hindering identification of the less-abundant KAPs. This has been compounded in wool fibres by the relatively limited amount of sequence information available, with approximately 35 distinct protein sequences from ten KAP families being available, in contrast to human hair, where the sequences from well over 80 proteins from 26 KAP families are known. Additional complications include the high degree of homology within these families, ranging from 70 to 95%, and the dominance of cysteine residues in a number of KAP families with their high propensity to form cross-links. The lack of sequence information for wool KAPs has been partly overcome through the recent acquisition of new sequences. Fractionation of the proteins on the basis of their solubility with pH, urea and DTT concentration has resulted in protein extracts in which the IFP concentration has been considerably reduced. These improvements have enabled the identification of low-abundance proteins in 2-D electrophoretic maps and represent a significant advance in our knowledge of the wool proteome.